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Abstract. Long reach and small diameter manipulators are ideal for borehole 
deployments into search and rescue scenarios and fragile historical environ-
ments. Small diameter passageways impose constraints on a snake arm manipu-
lator which severely limit its performance and capabilities. This work investi-
gates the effects of tendon tensions on the maximum working length of a snake 
arm under tight size constraints and how the maximum length is achieved 
through an algorithmic approach and consideration of how and when key parts 
fail. 
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1 Introduction 

The application of robotic devices has been widely used in exploration and search and 
rescue (SAR) scenarios [1]. Ideally deployed where human risk is considered too high 
[2], tools such as the snake arm are often important for examining confined space 
environments where humans and some robots struggle. These robotic platforms are 
profoundly influenced by their intended environments and most exploit a single lo-
comotion mechanism to operate in the complex terrains [3-5].  

Different environments greatly vary from one to another, and produces a level of 
uncertainty and challenges for the end user [4]. It can be desirable for small boreholes 
to be used as means of access. Small boreholes will be faster to drill and reduces sec-
ondary collapse hazards; they are also less destructive and aid to preserve a site. 
Snake arms already have all the necessary locomotion parts anchored to a mobile 
platform outside the borehole [6-8], this allows the snake arm to fully utilize a bore-
holes diameter which plays a vital role in the snake arm’s length.  
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The length of a snake arm is representative of the maximum working distance pos-
sible with a manipulator. Current small diameter snake arms include the continuous 
DTRA arm by OC Robotics with a reach of 610 mm and an outer diameter of 12.5 
mm [9]. On the other hand long reach snake arms with large diameters already exist 
where mechanisms to compensate for gravity are possible to achieve unsupported 
lengths of 6 m with a 100 mm diameter [9].  

In this paper the design of a triple jointed snake arm manipulator that conforms to a 
very restrictive small diameter constraint is firstly introduced, and then an analysis of 
the snake arm theory is discussed. Lastly, an algorithmic approach is used to deter-
mine the maximum working length for the snake arm. 

2 Description of the Basic Snake Arm 

A discrete backbone snake arm simplifies kinematic formulations and motion control 
over its continuous backbone counterpart [16]. Formed from a series of links and 
joints and actuated by a minimum of three tendons per joint, those tendons run 
through each link and terminate at each joint it is assigned to control. Assuming the 
boreholes are straight, the snake arm is not expected to maneuver around obstacles 
until it breaches through the borehole into a target chamber.  

A snake arm capable of self-supporting the full length of its own arm in the de-
ployed environment is advantageous for surveying fragile and historically important 
tomb-like chambers because there would be no need for any contact between the arm 
and surfaces for any risk of damage to occur. Fig. 1 shows a 12 mm diameter snake 
arm consisting of a base link (of length B), three two degrees of freedom (DOF) joints 
(of length J) and three links of identical length (of length L). The diameter places 
physical constraints on the number of cables controlling the snake arm joints, the 
thickness of the tubing that makes the links and the diameter of the two DOF joints. 

 Increasing link length L to create a longer snake arm has the effect of increasing 
the tendon tensions required to maintain the snake arms horizontal cantilever position. 
These forces result in greater axial compressive forces acting through the snake arm 
and possibly leading to joint failure and/or buckling of the links.  

As a consequence, a method was required to theoretically calculate the tendon ten-
sions from the snake arms kinematics and analyze the values to determine whether 
any anticipated failure modes will occur. 

 

Fig. 1. 12 mm diameter snake arm 
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3 Discrete Snake Arm Kinematics and Statics 

The position of the end effector with respect to the base frame is computed with for-
ward kinematics using transformation matrices produced from joint angles and link 
lengths. Combined with the Recursive Newton-Euler (RNE) method the toque at each 
joint is computed and carried over to calculate the cable tensions.  

The RNE joint torques reaches a maximum when the snake arm is at a horizontal 
cantilever position without additional external forces other than gravity acting upon it; 
therefore at this point it is assumed the associated tendon tensions are also at its max-
imum. This horizontal state should then be where failure of the snake arm is most 
likely to occur and is where this analysis is focused on.  

Calculating tendon tensions from joint torques can be performed if tensions are as-
sumed constant throughout with negligible friction and all joint angles are known. For 
a snake arm with two joints and two tendons of link length L, weight W, payload 
weight P and perpendicular tendon distance of Dy as shown in Fig. 3, multiple ten-
dons cannot occupy the same space for all joints, therefore some tendons are dis-
placed radially about the center. This creates an undesirable lateral load and requires 
the introduction of additional tendons to counteract the loads. 

 

Fig. 3.   Simplified snake arm with two joints and two tendons 

The RNE method is used to calculate the joint torques R1 and R2 and the tendon ten-
sions calculated for the ith joint is expressed as: 

 迎掴槻件 噺 デ  劇珍  経掴槻倹朝珍退沈   (1) 

Where Rxyi is the torque generated at joint i for both yaw (Rx) and pitch (Ry) joint 
directions. Tj is the tension of each tendon that passes through or terminates at joint j. 
Dxyj is defined as the distance between tendon j and the neutral axis of joint i, it can 
also be a negative value dependent on the direction the tendon j transmits its force on 
joint i. Applying equation (1) to the double jointed snake arm as shown on Fig. 3, the 
equations relating torques to tensions can be produced and solved using matrices. 

 釆 ど 経槻態経槻怠 経槻態挽 釆劇怠劇態挽 噺 釆迎槻態迎槻怠挽  (2) 

Where the tensions T1 and T2 can be solved as: 

 釆劇怠劇態挽 噺 崛眺熱迭帖熱迭 伐 眺熱鉄帖熱迭眺妊鉄帖熱鉄 崑   (3) 



For a three jointed snake arm with six DOF and nine control tendons, equation (1) 
creates a system of linear equations with infinite solutions.  
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As the tendons with a negative Dy would not contribute to overcoming the gravity 
acting on the snake arm, these can be given pre-tension values and this action results 
in a solvable matrix and the necessary equations for a theoretical tendon tensions.   
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The tensions T5, T6 and T7 in (5) are the pre-tension values assigned, where a value of 
zero would represent the tendon left slack.  

4 Cable Tension Experiment 

To measure the tension of the tendons in multiple configurations, a test rig modelled 
after Fig. 3 was assembled with two single DOF joints and links of constant length 
with capacity for five joints and fifteen tendons at three different diameters. 

The methods consisted of holding the arm at a horizontal cantilever position and 
incrementally attach weights to each tendon. When the arm is released and maintains 
its position with no change to joint angles the weight is recorded and the process re-
peated. If inadequate tension is supplied to the tendons the arms would collapse and if 
too much tension is supplied the arm will rise beyond the horizontal starting position. 
To alter the torque at each joint only the payload was incremented. 

The results shown on Fig. 4 show a close trend between the theoretical equation (3) 
and the experimental results. Further investigation revealed the zero-shift in the data 
was the result of friction in the test rig between the tendon, vertebra and pulleys and 
the theoretical calculations which were assumed to have negligible. To compensate 
for the error, the relationship between the load acting on the tendons and friction for 
the test rig was measured with the experimental values adjusted for the additional 
friction forces dependent on the load on the tendons.  



 

Fig. 4.    Comparison between theoretical and experimental tendon tensions for a double jointed 
snake arm with two tendons.  

5 Maximum working length 

MATLAB was used to determine the maximum length of snake arm by algorithmical-
ly increasing the length of both links whilst at each step checking against the antici-
pated failure modes (Table 1). The implementation of factors of safety (FOS) reduces 
the lengths as a compromise for increased reliability.  

The approach was to firstly determine the maximum length of the Links and there-
after determine the length of the Base link. This is because the Base link length does 
not affect the tendon tensions, the calculations for buckling failure of the three Links 
or the forces acting onto the 2DOF joints. However the axial stress resulting from the 
tendon tensions acting through the Base link and weight of the unsupported snake arm 
does affect the likelihood of buckling for the Base link.  

Strongly dependent on the design of the snake arm, the order the failure modes will 
materialize is difficult to determine and so each mode was analysed individually in 
the design.   

Table 1. Anticipated snake arm failure modes and Factors of Safety 

Failure 
Mode 

Check FOS 

Tendon Each calculated tendon tension was compared to the tendons 
experimentally found yield stress. 

6 

Joints Using Finite element analysis to find the load required for joint 
failure and compare to the predicted compressive axial loads. 

4 

Link 
Buckling 

Axial stress through the links was analyzed for buckling using 
buckling theory for thin walled cylinders in axial compression 
[10,11]. 

4 

 
This approach yielded a snake arm of total length 1.011m with a Link length of 

0.161m and Base link of 0.478m for the 12mm diameter snake arm.  
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 

The limiting factors for the design of the snake arm were the tendons and link buck-
ling. A length of 1.676 m is achieved if the FOS is set to the point of failure. However 
a better approach would be to increase the yield stress of the tendons and design links 
capable of greater compressive loads. The outcome of the algorithmic approach to 
find the maximum length resulted in a length of 1.011m making this design not ideal 
for SAR scenarios where much greater lengths are crucial but possible for archeology.  

In future, the snake arm will be examined to increase reach. Including an investiga-
tion into the effect of axial, bending, and twisting forces through the joints and lastly, 
further tests by performing fielded experiments in real world situations.    
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